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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TRACKEYE PRODUCT INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION
TrackEye is the world leading system for motion analysis on military test ranges and automotive crash test labs.
TrackEye covers the entire process from digitizing images (film or video) through automatic tracking to a complete
predefined report.
Typical applications are:
•

2D, 3D and/or 6D motion analysis on flying objects at military test ranges. The analysis often involves images
from fixed cameras as well as cameras on tracking mounts.

•

6D analysis on objects in store separation. The analysis normally involves images from cameras mounted on
wing tips or under the fuselage of an aircraft.

•

2D and 3D analysis of different parts of a vehicle during a crash test in the automotive industry.

TrackEye handles all major image file formats from all major high-speed camera manufacturers on the market, mixed
or individually. The modular design makes it easy to implement new formats or camera types in the
system. The icon-based user interface gives a quick and flexible way to design reusable sessions for motion analysis
using input from one or several cameras, fixed or moving. External data from GPS, Radar, tracking mount pointing
angles and accelerometers can easily be imported and synchronized with the image data. The implemented functionality handles tracking in several levels, from 2D, 3D and 6D to the most sophisticated range motion analysis tracking
requirements.

PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF MOTION ANALYSIS
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
USING TRACKEYE

The TrackEye system has a state-of-the-art user interface that conforms to the Microsoft Windows standard.
This makes the interface easy to learn and use. When
using the TrackEye system the operator works wthin a
session that is managed via the session window. The
session window consists of a working area, menus and
a function palette where all available functions are presented. The functions are represented by icons.
The task of constructing a session is very easy. The
operator just chooses a number of icons from the list
and connects them into a sequence in the working
area. This gives a good overview of what is done and
in which order.

The result of any change of parameters or functionality
in any one function will instantly be available in all other
functions in the chain.
There is no limit to the number of icons that can be
used and chained in one session. One session can
have several branches operating in parallel.
The figure above is a data flow diagram for the complete program. TrackEye handles all stages in the process from bringing the image data file into the system
to the final predefined report containing any number of
images, tables, graphs and text. The main parts are
described hereafter.
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MEDIAS AND DATA TYPE
TrackEye handles many type of different media and
data types as input to the tracking analysis.
IMAGE TYPES AND FORMATS
The TrackEye software uses digital image sequences
as input for the analysis. A large number of digital formats can be read directly during tracking: AVI, TIFF,
BMP, JPEG, MPEG2 and many others, including camera specific formats. TrackEye continuously develops
support for new image formats on the market. www.imagesystems.se Some customers use analog cine film
for image storage. The optional TrackEye Film scanner can digitize cine film without loss of resolution and
present it to the motion analysis software. Please refer
to TrackEye Film Scanner product information for details. Standard video (SVHS, Umatic, BetaCam, etc.)
can also be brought into the TrackEye by connecting
a VCR to an optional frame grabber in the computer.
Software for control of the recorder is available as an
option.
DATA TYPES
TrackEye uses different types of external data for
the analysis and can synchronize data from different
sources. Typical data types are:
•

GPS coordinates. TrackEye uses the time stamps
provided by a GPS system for synchronization of
images and data.

•

Radar positions. TrackEye can use distance measured by radar together with 2D measurement from
one camera to generate 3D coordinates.

•

Surveyed positions. Fixed cameras and/or fixed
targets are often used in the test. The lat./long. coordinates of the cameras and the targets are surveyed prior to the test and transferred to the TrackEye system.

•

Acceleration data. The automotive industry often
uses accelerometers while performing crash tests.
TrackEye can import and synchronize this and other test data into the analysis.

•

Custom data. TrackEye can import any custom
data formats and use it in the analysis.

LOAD / RECORDING
The first step in a tracking/analysis session is to load
data and digitized image information to make it available for the program. This can be done by loading a
digitized image file from disk or by recording from VCR
or Digital Video. Recorded information can be stored to
disk.point to each of those patterns.

DECODING
Timing and angular information are normally embedded in the images from tracking mount cameras.
The TrackEye system automatically decodes the embedded information and makes it available for the program. The system can handle all major types of embedded information. New types are added on request.
Some examples on supported codes are: Video Left
Edge Code, FDRS, Analog scales from contrives C
and D, Dot Matrix, OCR, IRIG-B and many more. The
modularity of the program makes it very easy to include
new codes in the future.

Video Cine #2 code

IMAGE PROCESSING
To improve the image quality for the operator or for the
tracking algorithms TrackEye includes image-filtering
functionality to improve the quality. Examples of filter
functionality in TrackEye is:
•

Image filters: The user chooses between a set of
predefined filter kernels or creates his own.

•

Time filters: Adjusts the output sequence with respect to one or more previous input sequences.

•

Arithmetic filters: Performs a pixel-by-pixel arithmetic operation between two images or one image
and a constant.

Contraves B code

Dot matrix code
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TRACKING ALGORITHMS
TrakEye has a number of different tracking algorithms available for different applications. All take advantage of the
tracking framework and track in subpixel resolution. The basic outline tracker analyses threshold values to find the
color or grey scale difference between the body and the background. To capture object shapes in test setups with
a complex background, an image subtraction can be done. This will convert all non-moving parts of the image into
pitch black. The advanced outline tracker looks for edges between different surfaces. This is often used when the
color or grey scale difference between the object and the background varies, or when the background is complex
and dynamic.
CORRELATION
Looks in each successive image for the area that correlates best with the pattern defined in the first image.
This method is applicable to most cases, as it doesn’t
require a marker.
QUADRANT
Finds the symmetry centre of quadrant targets and is
invariant to rotation, scale and shading. Quadrant targets are recommended for applications with high demands on accuracy and automation.

Correlation tracker

Quadrant tracker

Circular symmetry

Center of gravity

Intersection tracker

Advanced outline tracker

MXT tracker

Basic outline tracker

CIRDULAR SYMMETRY
Finds the symmetry centre of the image within the
search area and is applicable to concentric circles,
spokes on a bicycle wheel or combinations thereof.
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Tracks the center of gravity of the contour of a marker
or an object. The shape of the target may vary in the
sequence and is captured with a user-defined intensity
threshold.
VIRTUAL POINTS
Specifies that the point is virtual, i.e. its position in successive images is calculated from the positions of the
other points in its target group, rather than by measurement. For instance it can be used to define a part of a
rigid body that is not visible in the image sequence.
INTERSECTION TRACKER
Tracks intersection points (corners) on any object
shape. The intersections are between extrapolated
straight lines applied on the object shape.
OUTLINE TRACKER
Captures an object boundary to provide an outline
around a body. There are two different outline tracker
options; one basic and one advanced.
MXT TRACKER
Finds the symmetry centre of the target. The user can
set the target to 1+4 and 1+5 MXT target tracking.

ANALYSIS
The TrackEye system includes a large set of predefined
analysis functions. The functions can operate on image
data, imported data and results from prior calculations.
The major groups of functions are:
Arithmetic functions: The arithmetic functions include
operations like angles between points, distances between points, multiplications, sum/differences and others.
•

Filters: Includes filters like FIR and CFC that can
be applied to any data sequence.

•

Speed & acceleration: Functions to calculate
speed, acceleration and acceleration rate of e.g.
point position and angles.

•

Transformations: Includes functionality for transformations, translations and scaling of 2 and 3 dimensional data.

•

Expressions: Add custom expressions into a session in order to customize calculations and presentation of data.

•

Other functions: TrackEye also includes functions
for outline analysis, interpolation of hidden points
and statistics.

3D ANALYSIS
TrackEye takes the analysis from 2D on the screen to
3D in the real lab. By tracking the object from two or
more cameras, the analysis is carried out in 3 dimensions using the concept of intersection. The target observations (tracked 2D pixel coordinates) and poses of
the cameras are used to compute the 3D position of the
target as the best fit to the observations.

Two different methods are available to calibrate the
camera poses: absolute and relative camera orientation. With absolute orientation a few points with surveyed coordinates are used for reference. With relative orientation it is sufficient to identify a few common
points of the camera views for reference and add a
scale, i.e. there is no need for any coordinate measurement equipment or cumbersome and restricting calibration fixtures.
As a consequence, measurement volumes of any size
are supported.
3D from moving cameras is supported by tracking the
reference points in the image sequence.
6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
Tracking in 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF), also known
as 6-dimensional (6D) tracking is an optional feature
that computes the position and orientation of a rigid
body tracked object from a single camera view. The rigid body must have multiple visible targets at any point
in time. The motion of the rigid body can be described
with six parameters: three position coordinates (x, y
and z), which gives the position of a specific point on
the body, and three attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw),
which gives its orientation in space. The term 6DOF
refers to these six parameters. TrackEye often refers to
these parameters as the 6D position of the body.

TrackEye can compute the 6D solution from one or
multiple camera views. The 6D position can be computed in a camera related coordinate system, relative
to camera position or in an external coordinate system,
for instance a coordinate system related to an aircraft.
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LENS CALIBRATION
The inaccuracy of a lens is called lens distortion, and
all lenses have it built-in to a certain degree. The distortion is most prominent for wide-angle lenses, where
images of straight lines become visibly curved. Great
accuracy improvements and traceable results are obtained by correcting the image data with a calibrated
mathematical model of the distortion.
The calibration is normally performed prior to the test
and the result is saved to a file. It is possible to save
calibration results for many different camera/lens combinations. During the actual test the operator then
chooses which lens calibration to apply.
Using a series of images of a flat calibration pattern
in different angles, the calibration is performed in an
automated wizard. The output is the focal length and
distortion of the lens, as well as the principal point of
the sensor.
The calibration pattern can be printed from an included
file. There is no requirement on surveying the printout:
using a high-quality printer and attaching the printout to
a flat surface is sufficient for most applications. Though
for the highest accuracy possible, we also have a calibration board (sold separately) available.
WAND CALIBRATION
NO SETUP TIME - NO PREPARATIONS

No need to place reference markers or doing surveys
of the measurement volume in order to do the calibration. Just pick up the TEMA Wand and start recording.
QUICK AND EASY TO USE

In a couple of minutes the user has the results from
the calibration and can move towards performing the
real test. The software 100% automatically performs all
procedures to obtain the calibration data.
AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION CONTROLS

By using active marker based on LED technology, combined with a very robust tracking algorithm, the software calibration process is fast, robust and provides a
high level of accuracy.

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

IMAGE SEQUENCE IMPORT

In order to enhance tracking and/or reviewing an image
sequence, TEMA Motion contains a complete Image
Enhance functionality. RGB waveform diagram and
vectorscope helps to improve properties like color balance, contrast, brightness and gamma correction in the
image. The enhanced image sequence can be saved
or imported to other image formats after adjustments.

TEMA Motion software uses digital image sequences
as input for the analysis. Most raw formats from high
speed cameras and a large number of compressed
digital formats can be read: AVI, TIFF, BMP, JPEG,
MPEG2 and many others. TEMA is continuously updated to support new image formats when they became
available.
IMAGE SEQUENCE EXPORT
All image sequences can be exported from TEMA , with
or without overlayed tracking data. The Image Export
can be extensively customized:

EVENT FINDER
The Event finder identifies and finds one image or an
interval of images of interest out of a whole sequence.

DATA IMPORT
TEMA imports several different standard data formats
like DIADEM, ISO13499, HDF, ISO-2, SDAS, DELL as
well as custom specific ASCII data formats.
The imported data is available for all parts of the program and can be used in calculations, graphs and tables.
DATA EXPORT
After tracking and analysis, the result can easily be exported to several different formats like Excel, CASDAS,
DIADEM, ISO, Matlab or ASCII files.

•

Settable image size, format, sequence time range
and skip count.

•

A title slate can be added, acting as the first frame
of the exported sequence.

•

This can be specified with any describing text.

•

Text box overlays on the exported sequence, including text and interactive information like the time
for each frame, operator name etc.
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PRESENTATION
REPORTS AND DIAGRAMS
TrackEye presents the analysis data and results in a
variety of customized graphs and tables. It is easy to
add comments and add custom graphics to customize
the appearance of a certain view or plot. The main tools
for presentations are:
3D DIAGRAMS
Included in 3D and 6DOF options. Plot 3D, 6DOF and
camera data on 3 axes in a rotatable 3D box. The plot
can also be equipped with curtains to enhance the understanding of the 3D data.
2D DIAGRAMS
Plots data against time or other data (X/Y-diagrams).
All data, whether tracking data, or data input separately, can be plotted in single or multi axis X/T or Y/X plots
with many options to customize.
TIME TABLES
All type of data can be presented in tabulated form using rows and columns. The rows will be time indexed.
The diagram can easily be customized with different
headers or combination of data. The row of the current
time will always be highlighted.
IMAGE DIAGRAMS
Plots data as overlays on top of image sequence from
the tracking view. It is also used to rectify and stabilize
images.
POINT TABLES
All type of data can be presented in tabulated form using rows and columns. The rows will be indexed per
point added to the table. The data in each cell will then
update according to the current time. The diagram can
easily be customized with different headers or combination of data.
REPORT GENERATOR
Framework to populate a whole set of graphs and tables from a test that can be output using one single
command.

VIEWER
Tests can be exported to a self-running CD that allows
the recipient to rerun the tracking with the images,
graphs and spreadsheet data synchronized. Just like in
TEMA Motion itself. Data from the viewer can in its turn
be copied into another document. The Viewer does
not require any extensive program installation to run.
Also, the same Viewer can be loaded onto a network
for shared use. There are two versions of the Viewer,
basic and advanced.
BASIC VIEWER
The user can only review the data using the current
graphs and tables. The basic viewer can also export
the result.
ADVANCED VIEWER
The advanced has all the functionality as the basic
viewer, but the user can also add new graphs and tables to the setup. Still, no new data can be added.
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ARCHIVE STRUCTURE
An Archive system is used where each archive file contains all data for a given project, starting with a pointer
to the image file, and including all calibrations, sensor
definition, imported data, tracking data, graphs and text
diagrams.
The archive features a Window Explorer® type file
structure display with icons to represent the different
data types, such as digitized images, calibrations and
output data. Each operation within an archive is saved
as a session, which includes all the data with a pointer
to the image file. The session can further be saved as
a template and reused for a different image sequence.

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Sometimes TrackEye will not do exactly what you need
it to do. In such cases it is possible to add custom functionality or modules. The modules can be developed by
Image Systems or by the users using the developer’s
kit (SDK). The developer’s kit can be delivered in different levels:
FULL SOFTWARE DEVELOPPER’S KIT
This SDK allows you to build your own functions and
add icons to the supplied list in the standard TrackEye
program. It is also possible for you to add new tracking
algorithms within the supplied tracking function.
This involves C++ programming at a fairly advanced
level and training from the TrackEye development
team. It is recommended that this training is held in the
factory, but it can be held at your facility at an extra
cost.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPPER’S KIT LITE
The SDK Lite involves an expression function, any
number of which can be written by the user and linked
into the sequence of functions in a session. The expressions are built up from a list of mathematical functions and can operate on all data in the current session.
The data can then be fed back into the next TrackEye
function.
This involves a sound mathematical background but no
C++ programming knowledge.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
The TEMA Motion system runs on standard stationary PC or a Laptop. The minimum requirements are:

				MIMINUM			RECOMMENDED
OPERATING SYSTEM		

Windows 2000/XP/VISTA/7/8

Windows XP/7

CPU				

2.0 GHz				

3.0 GHz

RAM				

1GB				

4GB

SYSTEM DISK			

100GB				

100GB

IMAGE DISK			

Not required			

200GB

GRAPHICS			

>19” @ 1280 x 1024		

>19” @ 1280 x 1024

CD / DVD			CD				CD/DVD

Please note that the required performance specified above only apply for running the TEMA Motion analysis software. Higher performance is normally needed if the system is TEMA camera control for high-speed digital cameras.

MODULES & OPTIONS
BASIC SOFTWARE
Part number
TE2D

Description
2D Software: Basic TrackEye software for tracking and analyze in
2D.

Requires
TES2D

ANALYSIS AND IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE
Part number
TE3D
TE6DoF
TEDIC
TEIMPROC
TETRAJFILT
TEARENA

TERX3D

Description
3D module. Option which allows 3D (XYZ) motion analysis tests.
Requires ≥2 cameras. Lens- and/or wand-calibration recommended.
6DoF Module: Calculation of X, Y, Z and Roll, Pitch and Yaw on a rigid object from
Single/Multi camera solution.
Lens calibration recommended prior to the test.
Digital Image Correlation module including tracker, diagrams, calculations.
Option camera control is recommended.
Image processing option: Allows image processing prior to tracking. Includes image
filter, time filter, arithmetic and FFT processing.
TrackEye Trajectory filter module. Module which performs adaptive filtering of
3D data to produce a smooth trajectory.
Tracks munitions through a screening terms of location, time and velocity. The
following data can be generated during a test;
•
Time of impact
•
Area of impact
•
Azimuth/elevation of hit (as seen from the origin)
•
Panel hit (in a multi-screen scenario)
•
Average Speed to Screen for fragments
•
Max, Min and Average of these averages for the fragments
•
Fragments speed versus angle
•
Number of fragments versus angle
•
Total number of fragments versus time
Module which enables a test operator to analyze plasma droplets and streams
in up to three dimensions. Applications areas include the development and
testing of shaped charge explosives for military, construction & demolition
purposes.

Part number
TEMATLAB
TEMOUSETRK
TEMIRROR

Description
MATLAB Interface - provides an interface to MATLAB, enabling a TrackEye operator to utilize MATLAB´s calculation functions to offload calculations of test data with
TrackEye.
Mouse Tracking – offers manual tracking using a computer mouse or equivalent control peripherals. Tracking is performed by hovering above the tracked
object with the mouse cursor.
Tracking software for mirrored trackers (Specialized Imaging Trajectory Tracker).
Allows tracking of ballistic and non-ballistic projectiles using a high speed camera in
combination with a rotating mirror to follow the flight path and provide detailed visual
observation of the projectile as well as advanced analysis of the data derived.

CALIBRATION AND CORRECTION SOFTWARE
Part number
TELENSCAL
TESLENSCORR
TPCAL

TPCOR

TECOORDTRANS
TEMAPPROJ
TEREFRAC
TEFLOATTM
TEWAND

Description
Image Systems Lens calibration: Module for measuring and calibrating lens
distortion before a test. Includes lens correction function. Requires separate
calibration board (hardware).
Lens correction: Module for lens correction for use without lens calibration
software, TESDC. Does not include TESDC.
Tracking Platform Calibration: TrackEye module for calibration of Tracking
Platform parameters using image sequence of surveyed terrestrial targets.
Requires customer input on platform parameters and preferred calibration
procedures. Will initially be delivered with a generic module of the platform.
Tracking Platform Correction: TrackEye module used to calibrate Tracking
Platform parameters using image sequences of surveyed terrestrial targets.
Requires customer input on platform parameters and preferred calibration
procedures. Will initially be delivered with a generic model of the platform.
Coordinate transformation module: Transforms coordinate information (LAT/
LONG/WGS84 & UTM) for calculation
MAP projection: Software for projecting tracked data on a map / visual representation of an area.
Refraction module: module for correcting atmosphere refraction.
Floating Platform Correction: Module for correcting data tracked from a floating platform using platform position, roll, pitch and yaw data.
Requires customer specification of input correction data and format.
Wand calibration, a user-friendly 3D calibration tool. Hardware included.

Part number

Description
Calibration verification of the tracking mount
Pedistal placement tool. Simulation of accuracy when plaing out tracking
mounts

TRAPPS (TRACKEYE STAND ALONE APPLICATIONS)
Part number

Description

TEAPPVT
TEAPPHB
TEAPPFD
TEAPPPY
TEAPPOM
STATIC3D

Verticle target
Height of Burst
Fuse Delay
Pitch & Yaw
Projectile Orientation Measurment (POM)
3D modelisation of objects.

VIEWER SOFTWARE
Part number
TEVIEWER

Description
Viewer software that allows unrestricted distribution of tests on CD of tracking
result for review by others. No ability to edit or track.

REPORTING & ADMINISTRATION
Part number

Description

TEREPGEN

Description
Report generator for predefining report parameters and appearance prior to
tracking. After the tracking is complete, the operator can choose to generate a
report.
XML module to provide XML driven session construction and modification.

TEXML

SOFTWARE DEVELOPPERS KIT
Part number
TESDK

TESDKLIC

TEEXP

Description
Software Development Kit (SDK) which brings capability to add subroutines
to the tracking analysis. Purchase of this module entitles customer to one free
‘TrackEye SDK Training’ to be held at the Image Systems offices in Sweden.
Travel expenses not included.
Course can be held at customer site, price on request.
Customer is required to buy Annual Support for the product.
SDK USER LICENSE: Run time license for one user to use software compiled
using the TESDK by an organization at another site.
To do this user organization must purchase an Annual Support contract for the
TESDK.
TrackEye Expressions: functionality to design user defined functions. Expressions are built out of internal & external data, user defined variables and 60
predefined functions.
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6DOF STORES RELEASE
The obvious solution to store release analysis when motion counts
Stores release analysis involves many challenges. Use of wide angle optics combined with harsh conditions during flight,
implicating wings, fuselage and store vibrations, requires a robust tool for calibration and image analysis. The TrackEye 6DOF
module is designed for this purpose. The option provides a complete toolbox to obtain an accurate and full analysis of the
behaviour of stores during the release procedure: lens distortion correction, dynamic camera orientation correcting errors from
vibrations and the use of rigid 3D models. Starting with retrieval of the relative 3D translations (x, y, z) and attitudes (roll, pitch,
yaw) of the store related to the aircraft, the TrackEye 6DOF module calculates the full store 3D trajectory during the whole
video sequence. Resulting data can be displayed in 3D diagrams, as 2D graphs or in spreadsheets.

Key benefits
Easy to use, modular
Full 6D behaviour analysis
Unlimited number of trackable points
Wide range of tracking algorithms
Most accurate solution on the market
Possibility of creating templates
Various table & image export formats
Compatible with all major HS cameras

From images to results
TrackEye is the market leading motion analysis software and is used
as a standard reference in many countries throughout the world. From
loading an image sequence, executing the tracking algorithms,
applying the chosen analytics and logic to presenting the derived data
- TrackEye offers a straightforward workflow. The user interface is fully
synchronized: any change of parameters or set-up will directly effect all
parts of the tracking session, updating results, graphs and tables.

6DOF analysis of a rigid body
The position and orientation of a rigid body in space can be described using
six parameters: three positions coordinates (x, y and z), resulting in the
position of a specific point, and three attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw),
providing the orientation in space. Using Six Degrees of Freedom (6DOF)
also known as 6-dimensional (6D) motion tracking, it is possible to compute,
express and analyze the position and
orientation of a rigid body in space using
only a single camera. The 6DOF analysis
module is available as an option to
TrackEye and can be combined with the use
of a 3D scanner for even further analysis.

3D Scanned data (.obj/.stl) can
be imported into TrackEye
using the 3D model option and
visualized in 3D diagrams as
long with the shortest distance
between any couple of points of
one or several 3D models.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Store release
A 3D printed rocket and a Gripen fighter have been 3D scanned and
imported in TrackEye using the 3D model module (optional). Dense
models provide access to the 3D position of any point of a rigid
object even partially masked. This feature combined with 6DOF
analysis allows the operator to retrieve the full behaviour of the
rocket during the store separation.
Vibrations of the camera are compensated by the dynamic camera
orientation using surveyed points on the aircraft. X, y, z positions as
well as roll, pitch, yaw attitudes of the stores relative to the aircraft
can be presented in various diagrams and tables.
Finally, using the dense data set that comes in the 3D models, the
analysis package allows for dynamic calculations of the shortest
distance between 3D objects as a function of time. This can be done
e.g. as shortest 3D distance between a specific single point on one
3D object versus another 3D object, OR between two 3D objects.
The latter will involve many different points on both 3D objects

For store separation, space is usually very limited and
short focal length lenses are necessary to be able to
observe the rocket in a large field of view. Those lenses
are usually impacted by distortion phenomenon and must
be corrected from it in order to keep accuracy in the
6DOF results. Image Systems' calibration board (visible
on the left) allows the calibration and correction of the
distortion. Radial distortion table, distortion coefficients as
well as real focal length of the optics considering fixed
focus are some of the outputs available.

Learn more
www.imagesystems.se
image systems
info@imagesystems.se

More applications
Automotive industry
Component R&D
Tracking Mounts
Ballistics
...
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MIRROR TRACKER
The obvious solution to wide field of view tracking when resolution and motion counts
Mirror Trackers provide images of ballistic and non-ballistic projectiles using a high speed camera in combination with a
rotating mirror to follow the flight path without sacrifying the resolution. Mirror Trackers in combination with the TrackEye
Mirror Tracker module allow for detailed visual observation of the projectile as well as advanced analysis of the data derived.

Key benefits
Easy to use, modular
Full 6D behaviour analysis
Unlimited number of trackable points
Wide range of tracking with high accuracy
Only solution on the market
Possibility of creating templates
Various table & image export formats
Compatible with most leading HS cameras

From images to results
TrackEye is the market leading motion analysis software and is
used as a standard reference in many countries throughout the
world. From loading an image sequence, executing the
tracking algorithms, applying the chosen analytics and logic to
presenting the derived data - TrackEye offers a straightforward
workflow. The user interface is fully synchronized: any change
of parameters or set-up will directly effect all parts of the
tracking session, updating results, graphs and tables.

3D Scanned data of the projectile
(.obj/.stl) can be imported into TrackEye
using the 3D model option to have full
understanding of the 6D behaviour of
any point on the ammunition even when
partially masked by smoke or dust

Full analysis of the ammunition behaviour
By combining the image sequences from the cameras with
the exact angle of the mirror it is possible to visualize the
flight path and analyze the motion of the projectile; typically
2D/3D position, attitude (pitch and yaw), roll rate, velocity
and acceleration.
When two mirror trackers are used, data can be calculated up to six dimensions.
To calibrate the cameras and mirror trackers prior to the test, the operator needs to
record a single sequence of surveyed reference targets along the intended flight path
by rotating the mirrors. The TrackEye Mirror Tracker module then calculates the
effective camera position and orientation as a function of the mirror angle, using the
tracked x and y positions of the reference targets in the 2D images. If the ground
artillery is then elevated, a correction module allows to go from ground calibration to
the required firing angle without the need of a new calibration sequence and
optimizing the data processing.
2D
When the projectile is fired, a trigger is used to provide a common time base
and, knowing the mirror angle for each camera used, the tracked 2D x and y
position of the projectile can be measured. From the operator point of view
prepared templates will be used. A template contains all the setting,
connections and graphs needed for a repeatable test.

3D
Pitch
Yaw

1 Mirror Tracker

2 Mirror Trackers

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Modern artillery cannon
In this application, two mirror
trackers have been used to record
an artillery ammunition flying parallel
to the ground over around 80 meters.
The nose and the tail of the projectile
have
been
tracked
in
both
sequences in order to provide 3D
position of the projectile as well as
the attitude angles pitch and yaw as
a function of time. Using a particular
pattern on the body of the
ammunition
and
the
average
luminance node in TrackEye, the
evolution of the roll frequency
(number of rotations per second) can
be calculated versus time. Results
have been presented in various
diagrams and tables and the use of
templates has considerably reduced
the processing time of the data.
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TRACKING MOUNT SOFTWARE
BACKGROUND
Many military test ranges worldwide deal with the measuring of position and attitude of moving objects using dedicated tracking
mounts which can follow objects at large distances. The main feature to be measured for these studies is the 3D position of the
object at different times. Using the 3D position data all kinds of analysis can be performed, e.g. calculating the distance between a
missile and a target. Several tracking mounts can be used, positioned at different locations. Recording the direction to the object
from different angles results in high accuracy 3D positions. An important tool to obtain this accuracy is TrackEye. The program
tracks objects in images automatically, handles the positions of the tracking mounts, integrate different calibrations and corresponding corrections, transforms coordinate systems and calculates the position for all objects.

SOLUTION
TrackEye handles all steps in this process from recorded
image sequences and data to final presentation of 3D position and attitude of the object(s). TSPI analysis consists
of five steps
Calibration of mount systematic errors (star calibration,
reference markers, etc.)
•
Calibration pre test (reference markers )
•
Image & Data recording
•
Data analysis (including corrections for systematic
and other errors like refraction)
•
Result presentation (text, 2D & 3D diagrams, reports, etc)
Historically, some of these steps have been performed
in different software modules in different environments.

One of the major advantages using TrackEye is that the
software is fully integrated; one program, one interface,
one computer. The operator has full control from input to
output, changes in input are immediately reflected to the
output.
From the test there are image sequences from one or
multiple tracking mounts available for processing. It
is also possible to calculate 3D data from one tracking
mount, only range (distance) data has to be added.
TrackEye will use all available data to calculate the final
3D data, including but not limited to images and range
information.
With the complete process, including 2D tracking, in one
GUI you can immediately view the chain of results, from
the 2D tracking to final TSPI output data.

OPTIONAL FEATURES
TP CAL

TECT

The TPCAL will as input use image sequences of terrestrial targets together with surveyed earth coordinates for
these targets. Some of the initial calibration data will recalculates/modified by the TPCAL. The following calibration parameters are typically re-calculated by the TPCAL:

At a test range several different coordinate systems are
used, earth bound as well as Cartesian. The TECT module is used to convert coordinates to/from different lat/
long and local xyz coordinate systems and is essential to
a Tracking Mount application.

•
•

TrackEye internal calculations are always in Cartesian
coordinates.

•
•

•

•

Azimuth & Elevation Bias
Offset relative true north (at elevation 0 degrees).
[Constant initially defined by star calibration. Refined
during analysis of pre cal data.
Offset relative local tangent plane of ellipsoid. [Constant initially defined by star calibration. Refined during analysis of pre cal data.]
Sensor Elevation Bias [Angular misalignment of an
individual sensor relative to pedestal elevation axis
reference. Constant. Initially defined by star calibration. Refined during analysis of pre calibration data.]
Skew [Angular misalignment of individual sensor
relative to the transverse axis. Constant. Initially defined by star calibration. Refined during analysis of
pre calibration data.]
Offset [Physical displacement of individual sensors.]

Please note that the above listed parameters are just a
sample. This is an off-line calibration. The result will be
stored in the sensor individual in the TrackEye archive
and can be used in a TPCOR (Tracking Mount Correction) module. Requires customer input on platform parameters and preferred calibration procedures.

Currently supported Lat/Long earth bound coordinate
systems are WGS84, ED50 & NAD72, others on request.
For WGS 84 the geoid model can be specified as either
geocentric or locally earth aligned.
Another support function calculates the height above the
geoid, which is equivalent to height above MSL (Mean
Sea Level). For Lat/Long/Height or UTM coordinates, the
height over the ellipsoid is replaced with height over the
geoid. For input data in Cartesian coordinates the geoid
height is output as a separate sequence.

TESAC
TESAC corrects for atmospheric refraction using a mathematical model supplied by the customer.
When light passes through layers of air with different pressure and temperature, the path of travel is not a straight
line. The phenomenon is called refraction and can cause
severe tracking errors in a platform 3D application.
The mathematical model is based on changes in air pressure and temperature and the refraction range, which is
the distance between the object and the sensor.
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